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Special points of interest:
Looking for an Opportunity to learn more
about the paranormal?
Noah will be teaching
continuing education
Classes at UWWaukesha in April
2014 Check out UWWaukesha’s continuing
education website and
click on the ALA Carte
courses to find out
more information.
These classes will be
held on Wednesday
nights.
If you have any questions please feel free to
contact Noah at noah@paranormalmilwau
kee.com
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS

PUBLIC EVENT AT THE BRUMDER MANSION

It’s official, its December!
The time of year when the
snow starts flying, the
Christmas trees are glowing,
the delicious smells of holiday baking is in the
air….and of course a little
paranormal investigation
makes for a most wonderful
time of the year!

On November 8th and 9th PIM held another great
Public Investigation at the historic Brumder Mansion
in downtown Milwaukee. This location is always
amazing and just absolutely beautiful!
We at PIM would like to thank everyone who came
out both Friday and Saturday nights and for those that
came out for both! We had so much fun and we hope
you did too.
Some personal experiences were had on both nights.
On Saturday night in particular the sensation of an
electrical current was reported in the catacombs while
sitting in a particular chair by not one but two separate people. Cold spots were reported throughout the
building, noises were heard on the stage on numerous
occasions and even shadows were reported to have
been seen as well as many more claims. At this point
nothing has been captured on audio or video but these
remain personal experiences none the less.
One person who joined PIM for the investigation on
Friday night stated “This was an interesting experience while being educational. I would say that it was
entertaining and that I’m looking forward to more
opportunities like that”.
We at PIM hope everyone who joined us at the Brumder will join us again and had a fantastic time. We
will keep everyone posted as to when PIM will be
hosting another public investigation. This year PIM
has held public investigations at the Brumder Mansion and at the Four Seasons Resort in Pembine, WI.
We will be returning to the Four Seasons as well in
2014.

One of the real joys for us at
PIM is the opportunity to say
thank you and to wish you
the very best for the New
Year!! Our thoughts turn
gratefully to those who have
made our success possible. These public investigations are a great way for everyone to get a good taste of what PIM does during our
It is in that spirit we say
Happy Holidays and we wish investigations but are also entertaining. We welcome
everyone to participate and join in the experience!
you a full year of happiness
and peace!

Paranormal Investigators
of Milwaukee

Find us on Facebook
Or
Follow us on Twitter!
Phone: 414-215-9746
Website:
www.paranormalmilwaukee.com
No Charge.
Confidential.
Professional

Calendar of Events:

Equipment Spotlight:

DECMEBER
6th:Private Residence
in Fredonia, WI
DECEMBER 7TH:
Investigation in Milwaukee, WI

DM-X930 Dark
Matter Detector

PARANORMAL 102 CLASS INVESTIGATION STIRS DEBATE

This meter is the future of
paranormal investigation.
It datalogs 3-axis EMF in
three different frequency
ranges, barometric pressure, surface AND air temperature, and includes a
built-in audio recorder that records in .wav. It also
includes a battery drain monitor. The draw backs of
this unit is that the audio only records in mono, and
there is no humidity reading included. All data can be
downloaded and graphed on your computer when you
are done! This meter is great for trying to correlate
paranormal events to environmental factors. The
meter costs $440 with the optional rapid surface
temperature sensor but PIM believes it is worth it!
The meter is made by Dark Matter Technologies.

If you ever have taken one of Lead Investigator Noah Leigh’s classes you know that the Paranomal 102 class always ends in a paranormal investigation. Its what
Noah calls a final exam and a way to take the knowledge acquired from the class and apply it to a real investigation. It is also a way to experience what we at
PIM do on a real investigation and the ins and outs of what goes into it.
On Friday November 22nd it was final exam day for the Cudahy rec Paranormal 102 class. This time the investigation stirred a debate in the Cudahy community.
The investigation was held at an elementary school in the Cudahy School District. Noah received a call during the day on Friday from TMJ4 asking about the
investigation. Noah met with Yona Gavino from TMJ 4 to discuss the issue. A concerned citizen was very worried that PIM would be going into the school and
stirring up the spirits that reside there. It was then that Noah explained that PIM does not take that approach on an investigation. Instead we are there to use
scientific methods to prove or disprove what is going on in this location. We at PIM would like to make it clear that we do not perform séances or use Ouija
boards, dowsing rods, or crystals. We are not there to conjure up any spirits. We only use scientific equipment such as thermal imaging cameras, video equipment, audio equipment, EMF detectors, Ion detectors, dataloggers and thing of this nature. For a full list of PIM”s equipment and descriptions of each ones function please visit PIM’s website under the equipment tab.
As expected the class investigation went on as planned without any issues. The evidence review is still ongoing but very little activity was reported at this time.
It is PIM’s hope that all those concerned for the school can now ease their minds knowing that no harm came to this school or it’s claimed spirits.
The special report on TMJ4 can be found on PIM’s website under the “In The Media” tab.

Recent Investigation News/Highlights
 On Friday November 2nd PIM held a presentation and investigation for the students at Marquette University. This was PIM’s
first time investigating at Marquette University and it was a great honor to be invited to this event. The university is rich with
history and it was a great opportunity. Although no evidence was captured, PIM hopes to return in the future.
 On November 6th PIM founder Noah was interviewed on The Rec Room Show. Noah answered questions about how PIM
started, what locations he had investigated that had the most activity and about his opinion about the paranormal. This interview can be found on PIM’s website under the “In The Media” tab.
 On November 8th and 9th PIM hosted a public investigation at the Brumder Mansion. This was a fantastic event! To read
more about it please read the article on page one.
 November 16th and 17th marked PIM’s 11th official trip to Willow Creek Farm in Shannon, IL. This is always a great place to
investigate! The evidence review is still ongoing for this investigation but please check back on PIM’s website for our official
report once review is complete.
 On November 21st PIM members John and Noah were on the Listen Up MKE radio show. John and Noah discussed PIM’s
methods and philosophy's of investigating claims of paranormal activity and share some stories about their most baffling investigations. Take a listen on PIM”s website under the “In The Media” tab.
 On November 21st Noah’s Paramormal 102 class was held at an elementary school in Cudahy. Please read the above article
for more information about this investigation.

PIM offers scientific investigations of suspected paranormal activity in homes, businesses, and historic sites.
We pride ourselves on providing confidential, professional services free of charge.
To have PIM conduct an investigation for you, contact Noah Leigh (Lead Investigator) through our website or
by the phone number listed above.
We look forward to meeting you at a public event, investigating with you, or just hearing from you on Facebook or Twitter!

